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What are corpora?

• “Essentially a corpus is a collection of naturally occurring, 

computer-readable texts, often comprising many millions of 

words, which is considered more or less representative of a 

particular domain of language use” (Hyland, 2013, p. 248). 



What is Data-driven learning(DDL)?

• DDL can be defined as an inductive, process that allows discovery-

oriented learning (Johns, 1990). 

• DDL  allows learners to look at naturally occurring language 
and find patterns on their own (Boulton, 2009).

• DDL worked well for learning vocabulary items, basic 
grammar items, and verb phrases (Mizumoto & Chujo, 2015)



What are collocations and colligations?

• Collocations can be defined as what words co-occur together or word associations (Hoey, 2014)

Strong coffee not powerful coffee

• Colligations can be defined as the environment in which a word would be used in, what words are 
connected to it, and what the grammatical patterns are (Sinclair 1996, 1999, 2004; Hoey 1997a, 1997b, as 
cited in Hoey & O’Donnell, 2008). 

Despite +det+ adj + noun [ Despite a serious injury; Despite a pristine record; Despite a decent cast]

• Both collocations and colligations can be difficult for L2 learners as they cannot always be 
directly translated (e.g., wear vs. ‘kiru’, ‘kaburu’, ‘haku’, ‘hameru’, ‘kakeru’, ‘shiteru’, ‘chakuyou
shiteiru’).



What is the COCA?

•Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) is a 
large corpus that is separated in different genres: news, 
spoken, academic, etc. (Davies, n.d.)

•Contains over 1 billion words (Davies, n.d.)

•Can be used to check collocations, colligations, historical 
trends, genres, etc. 



Keyword in 
context searches

• Shows how the words are 

connected.



Patterns with 
analyze
• Analyze + determiner (a) + 

adjective + noun

• Analyze  + determiner (a) + 
noun +  preposition



Can do KWIC 
with strings



verb+ ‘due to the fact that’ + determiner + 
noun



Collocates 
Search



Verbs associated with culture



Word search function- can 
see bundles, collocations, 
genre, synonyms, KWIC





Designing classroom materials

• Questions to ask:

What vocabulary, grammatical patterns do students need to complete the assignment?

What mistakes with collocations, grammar, unusual wording have students made before?

What level are the students?

How much scaffolding will they need?

How many lessons should be dedicated to this activity?

Might need some lessons to introduce corpora and their usefulness, have students create an 
account, show basic searches (can be done through pictures on a worksheet), give students time to debrief

What media should be used for the activity ( Word, Google Docs)



Types of activities

•Can use a variety of activities depending on the level of 
students.
Multiple choice activities/ Matching activities
Gap-fill activities

Infer what a word means through context

Look at colligations ( grammatical patterns)
Use coded feedback and have students look at corpus data to fix their own errors 
(Tono, Satake, & Miura, 2014)



Examples of activities

Find the meaning of the idioms. Look at the concordance lines. What do you 

think the idioms mean? 

1) In light of    a) someone or something that has the power  

     to make something happen 

2) Driving force    b) something done if nothing else works 

3) Along the lines of   c) because of, considering 

4) Last resort    d) similar, alike 



Examples of activities



Examples of activities

• What part of speech usually 
comes after approximate?

a) Numbers

b) Verb

c) Preposition

d) Noun



Examples of 
activities 

•KWIC can be used
•I * my medicine.
•He is * friend.



Conclusion

•Collocations and colligations can usually be problematic for 
students

•Using DDL can help students become more autonomous and 
realize their own errors

•Creating materials helps make using the COCA more accessible
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